
Happy Boxes 

To support your child’s mental health and wellbeing it helps to have an understanding of their   

feelings and to allow them to experience a range of feelings (difficult and nice).  

Happy Boxes are a powerful resource to help to teach resilience and coping strategies when        

experiencing difficult feelings. If you have difficult feelings such as sadness, anger and nervousness 

doing something that makes you happy gives you a break from your difficult feelings.   

A Happy Box is a collection of items that represents happiness. They quickly remind of ‘happy’ 

times, which help to move onto nice feelings such as calmness.  

Check out our YouTube video introducing Happy Boxes and demonstrating how to make one. 

https://youtu.be/tqaOlI30zQs  

 

We are also providing  the following resources in this document; 

 Instructions on how to create a Happy Box 

 Information and schedule on how to use a Happy Box 

 Topic cards to  support communication 

How to make a Happy Box 

 

 
1. Choose a Happy Box. Shoeboxes are good because they have a 
lid. A Tupperware container works just as well if you need       
something more durable. 

 
2. Personalising the box is important. Decorating it helps to create a 
sense of ownership of the box, even if it’s just putting your child’s 
name on it. 

https://youtu.be/tqaOlI30zQs


 
3. Choose items to go in the Happy Box. Think about items that  
represent happy feelings and experiences ie if your child enjoys the 
seaside a photo, picture of the sea, a shell or water in a small 
sealed bottle. Items can include smells on dried out baby wipes 
stored in a bag, images printed on paper, objects of reference such 
as a wooden spoon to represent cooking etc. 
 

Please remember this is not a choose box. It is a box of items that 
remind of happy times. The key is the memory or association of the 
feeling of happiness. 
  

 
4. Introduce the box when your child is experiencing nice feelings 
and if necessary use the supplied schedule to support                   
independence. Teach when to use the box, talk about times when 
experiencing difficult feelings.  
 
Ensure the box is always accessible. You may want to encourage 
your child to share it with others to develop a sense of pride in 
their Happy Box. 
  

 
5. It is a box, which helps calm, helps to self-regulate and to build 
emotional resilience. 
  
Remember you can update a Happy Box if your child’s experiences 
of happiness change. 

Think about your own resilience. “When you are sad or upset you may play your favourite piece of mu-

sic, go for a run, complete a jigsaw, meditate, do some mindful colouring, cook, walk the dog…. The list 

is endless, but you know the personal intervention that will restore your state of well-being. It enables 

you to get through each day. It replenishes your inner strength. It enables you to get through life.  

Quite simply ask yourself, "what is in your Happiness Box?” Your box may be within you inside. For the 

child, the starting point may be in a box, which enables learning about their emotions and how to deal 

with them. One day it may also be a place in their mind” by Professor Barry Carpenter CBE, OBE, PhD 

Professor of Mental Health in Education Rationale for the Happinesss Box. 

Don't forget a powerful way to teach is to model, so think about making your own Happy Box too. 














